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4 4 

Debuggingg Heterogeneous 
Distributedd Applications 

Ourr experience gained from the work described in the previous chapter convinced us that 
itt is possible to design a generic language independent debugging framework based on the 
TOOLBUSS coordination architecture. 
Inn this chapter, we present a debugging framework for debugging heterogeneous distributed 
systems.. In such systems, a variety of languages can be used for the implementation of indi-
viduall  components, so our debugging framework must be able to deal with these languages. 
Insteadd of reinventing the wheel in this area, we try to reuse existing debugging support for 
thesee languages as much as possible. 

Thee majority of the existing debuggers for these languages work by abstracting the be-
haviorr of the program being debugged into events, and visualizing these events. We utilize 
thesee sequential debuggers to generate language-independent debugging events related to the 
sequentiall  execution of the components in the distributed system. The underlying coordina-
tiontion architecture (in our case the TOOLBUS) is used to generate debugging events dealing 
withh the interaction between components. These sequential and process interaction related 
debuggingg events are then processed by a separate distributed system that implements the 
high-levell  language-independent debugging functionality. 

4.11 Introduction 

Debuggingg is the process of locating and fixing errors (bugs) in software systems. A debugger 
iss a software tool that can help understand a system being debugged by visualizing different 
aspectss of its execution. 

Althoughh multilingual sequential debuggers have been around for quite some time [Bea83, 
SP91],, many distributed debugging tools are based on support from a single experimental 
operatingg system or language environment [For89]. 

Inn the area of heterogenous distributed systems, things get even worse. Debugging support 
iss often limited to tracing the communication between components, and the debugging of the 
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componentss themselves is left to traditional tools for debugging sequential programs. Al-
thoughh most modern language implementations have some kind of debugging support built 
in,, they all have their own interface and command set. Having to work with a number of 
debuggerss at the same time can make it very difficult, if not impossible, to debug such het-
erogeneouss systems. 

Thiss calls for an interface between distributed and sequential debuggers, in order to com-
binee the two fields [CBM90] and reuse existing implementations. We have designed such an 
interface,, and subsequently built a powerful, multilingual debugger for distributed systems. 

Mostt debuggers work by gathering primitive events, filtering or clustering them, and pre-
sentingg the results to the user. Details on how to gather events, which filtering or clustering 
algorithmss to use, and when and how the results are presented differ in each case. Un-
fortunately,, when it comes to event gathering, every system seems to reinvent the wheel. 
Solutionss ranging from hardware assisted compiler instrumented code [AY91], to manually 
insertedd event generation calls [BW83] can be found in the literature. In this chapter we show 
thatt by reusing these low level event gathering implementations, we can leverage the existing 
plethoraa of debugger implementations into a single framework for debugging heterogeneous 
distributedd applications. 

Wee have combined the power of the TOOLBUS coordination architecture with existing low 
levell  debugging interfaces for sequential programming languages. The resulting framework 
consistss of language-dependent debugging interfaces, based on the native debugging support 
foundd in most existing language environments, coupled with language-independent debug-
gingg components. By adding event reporting for the coordination architecture we use, the 
resultingg set of primitive events is rich enough to build a solid distributed debugging environ-
ment. . 

Too show the feasibility of our approach, we have constructed a debugger for distributed 
applications.. The debugger offers a uniform graphical user interface for inspecting the com-
municationn behavior of the system being debugged, and for tracing the source level execution 
off  the components of the system. Our debugger is both extensible in the set of languages it 
cann handle, as well as in the debugging functionality it has to offer, because of the debugging 
frameworkk it is based on. The design and implementation of this debugger is discussed in 
Sectionn 4.5. 

Inn Section 4.2 we introduce our basic framework. In Section 4.3 we present the notion 
off  event rules that play a central role in our framework, and in Section 4.4 we show how 
thesee event rules can be used to implement some of the functionality that is typically found 
inn traditional sequential debuggers. 

4.22 A TOOLBUS Framework for Debugging Distributed Applications 

Thee majority of distributed systems consist of a number of sequential components running 
inn parallel. We present a debugging framework for distributed systems which uses the events 
generatedd by native debuggers for these sequential components. These native debugger events 
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Application n 
ToolBus: : 

Adapter r 

Tool l 

Figuree 4.1: TOOLBUS architecture with viewer 

aree translated into language-independent debugging events. The events generated by the 
TOOLBUSS monitor protocol (see Section 2.7) are used to generate events about the inter-
actionn between processes. The combination of language-independent debugging events and 
processs interaction events are used to synthesize high-level debugging facilities not found in 
thee underlying native debuggers. Examples of these facilities are: 

 A uniform graphical user interface for debugging all tools, independent of the language 
theyy are written in. 

 Tracing and animating execution at the source code level, independent of the language 
thee tool is written in. 

 Full conditional breakpoint and watchpoint support, based on the expressions discussed 
inn Section 4.3.3, even if the underlying native debugger does not support conditional 
breakpoints. . 

 Breakpoints and watchpoints that can be set on any type of event, not just on specific 
locationss in the source code. For example, watch the value of a variable whenever a 
certainn message is sent. 

Wee base our framework on the assumption that the distributed system being debugged is 
alsoo based on the TOOLBUS coordination architecture. However, our techniques can easily 
bee generalized to other distributed architectures as the ones discussed in Section 2.8. 

Lett us first recall the basic TOOLBUS architecture from Chapter 2. Figure 4.1 shows how 
inn the standard TOOLBUS architecture a viewer tool can be connected to debug TOOLBUS 

scripts. . 
Thee first step towards this new architecture is to introduce a second TOOLBUS based dis-

tributedd system which actually implements the debugger as shown in Figure 4.2. The TOOL-
BUSS used in the system being debugged will be called the application bus, and the one used 
inn the debugging system will be called the debugging bus. 
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Application n 
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Figuree 4.2: Turning the debugger into a distributed system 

Inn Section 2.7 we explained that the viewer tool visualized debugging events to provide the 
userr with visual feedback on the execution of the application bus. In our new architecture, 
thee TOOLBUS viewer tool is replaced by a tool that acts as a gateway between the application 
buss and the debugging bus. This gateway is used to forward the debugging events received 
fromm the application bus directly to the debugging bus. The actual debugging functionality 
iss implemented in the debugging bus using a number of cooperating tools, for instance, a 
sourcee code browser and a process viewer. This architecture makes it possible to break up the 
complexx implementation of the debugger in a number of more manageable components. 

Butt we can take this architecture one step further. To do this, we must realize that most 
off  the languages used to implement the components that are connected to the application 
buss have some kind of native debugger support. The debugging interfaces of languages like 
JavaJava [GJS96], Python [WvRA96], Tcl/Tk [Ous94], and C (using for instance gdb) all offer 
thee possibility to implement a sophisticated debugger on top of a low level debug interface. 

Figuree 4.3 shows our final architecture, in which the individual components of the applica-
tionn bus are also connected to the debugging bus using a debug-adapter. This debug-adapter 
usess the low level native debug interface to generate debug events related to the actual execu-
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EventEvent Rules 14.3 

tionn of these components. 
Itt is important to note that components can contain multiple lightweight processes (some-

timess called threads), for instance in the case of a Java component. As we will show later on, 
eachh debug-adapter is responsible for processing the low level debug events of all debuggable 
processess in the component it is part of. 

Application n 
ToolBus: : 

Adapter r 

Tool l 

Debug-adapter r 

Debugger r 
ToolBus: : 

Adapter r 

4.33 Event Rules 

Figuree 4.3: Full debug event gathering 

Mostt debuggers gather primitive events and use these to inform the user of what is going on 
inn a program. Our framework reuses these native debugging events to do the actual event 
gathering.. The primary task of the debug adapters introduced in Section 4.2 is to unify and 
filterfilter  these events in order to make our framework language-independent. 

Wee do this unification and filtering of low level debugging events by using event rules. An 
eventt rule consists of an event port, an event condition, and a list of event actions (Figure 
4.4).. The event port indicates at which points during the execution of a program an event 
rulee is activated. When an event rule is activated, its event condition is evaluated to see if 
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Port t 

Condition n 

Actions s 

Eventt rule 

thee event rule should be triggered. Triggering the event rule consists of executing its event 
actions.. The event actions can generate unified debugging events handled by the application 
bus,, or they can influence the execution of the component that triggered them, for instance by 
haltingg execution (breakpoints), or changing the contents of a variable. 

Eventt rules are process specific. It is the task of the debug-adapter to maintain a set of event 
ruless for each process in the component that is being debugged. Note that most components 
containn only one process. Only multithreaded/multiprocess applications (for instance Java 
applicationss or the T O O L B U S) can contain multiple processes. 

4.3.11 Required Support 

Inn order to be useful in our framework, the components being debugged must support some 
basicc features. Surprisingly, the set of features required to be able to implement a minimal 
debugg adapter is quite small. Only four features are absolutely necessary: 

 The component can consist of multiple processes, but each process must support the 
notionn of a current point of execution {cpe) in order to be able to debug that process. It 
mustt be possible to relate this cpe to a location in the source code of the component. 

 It must be possible to start and stop the execution of each process in the component. 

 It must be possible to single step through the execution of a process. The granularity 
off  such a "single step" must be intuitive at the source code level. Single stepping one 
assemblyy instruction is not all that useful when working at the source code level. 

 There must be support for breakpoints. 

Otherr features are not absolutely necessary, but are only required to enable certain de-
buggerr functionality. For instance, the debugger can only offer the "step over" functionality 

Nativee debug interface 

Primitive e 
debuggingg events 

Activated d 
eventt rules 

Triggered d 
eventt rules 

vv v 

Figuree 4.4: Event rules 
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discussedd in the next section when the component being debugged has a stack-based execu-
tionn model, and the debug-adapter can access the current stack depth. Another example is the 
possibilityy to inspect the value of variables. This will only work when the debug-adapter of 
thee component being debugged has some means of retrieving the value of a variable. 

Statedd differently, our framework offers a form of graceful degradation. The fewer the 
featuress for the debug-adapter to work with, the fewer debug functionality is offered to the 
userr of the debugger. But the whole mechanism only breaks down when the debug-adapter 
doess not implement the cpe or execution control functionality discussed above. 

4.3.22 Event Ports 

Applicationn bus (optional) A 

Application n 

program/ / 

component t 

Nativee debug 
interlace e 

Debugg adapter 

Applicationn bus 

Adapter r 

Primitivee debugging events 

. . . . . 

Til l l 
Debuggingg bus 

watchpointt events 

executionn control 
+ + 

statee changes 

Figuree 4.5: Event processing inside a debug adapter 

Thee event port is used to bind a set of native debugging events to an event rule. Table 4.1 
showss a list of event ports we are currently considering. This list can be extended or restricted 
too suit the needs of a particular implementation'. 

Thee term event port is based on the standard Prolog 4-port tracer [CM87]. The e n t ry and e x i t ports are 
directlyy based on their Prolog counterparts. 
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Port t 
e n t ry y 
e x i t t 
s t o p p ed d 
s t a r t ed d 
l o c a t i onn {loc) 

v a r - a c c e sss {var) 
v a r - c h a n gee {var) 
e x c e p t i on n 
s t ep p 
s e nd d 
r e c e i ve e 

Activatedd when 
aa function/predicate is called. 
exitt from function/predicate. 
executionn stops. 
executionn continues. 
thee specific location in the source code 
byy loc is reached. 
thee contents of a variable is accessed. 
thee value of a variable changes. 
ann exception or error occurs. 
aa statement is executed. 
aa message is sent. 
aa message is received. 

indicated d 

Tablee 4.1: Event ports 

4.3.33 Event Conditions 

Eventt conditions are used to filter uninteresting events locally. This prevents the debugging 
buss from having to handle excessive amounts of events, and protects the user from an ex-
cessivee amount of information that he or she did not ask for. For instance, by implementing 
conditionall  breakpoints even when the underlying native debugger only supports uncondi-
tionall  breakpoints. 

Thee event condition is an expression that is evaluated when the event rule is activated. The 
eventt rule is only triggered when this expression evaluates to true. The debug adapter decides 
whichh terms are considered to be equivalent to true and which are not. 

Inn our framework, there are two places where we use expressions: 

 In the condition of event rules. 

 In the arguments of actions of event rules. 

Unfortunately,, the syntax and semantics of expressions are different in every programming 
language.. To make things even worse, not every debugger supports the evaluation of these 
nativenative expressions. 

Ourr framework offers the user mixed expressions in order to overcome the inadequacy of 
somee debuggers in this area. Our expression language consists of prefix functions that are 
evaluatedd whenever their value is needed. 

Thesee expressions are called mixed, because there is a special function e v a l, which takes 
aa single string argument. This string is passed to the native debugging interface for evaluation, 
Thee native debugger determines how this string is interpreted, but most debuggers will allow 
thee user to use the syntax of the language being debugged. Although the result type of most 
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Function n 

s t a te e 

cpe e 

v ar r 

msg g 

s t a c k - d e p th h 

s t a r t - d e p th h 

t r ue e 
f a l se e 
e q u a l{ t l ,, t2) 

h i g h e r - e q u al l 
( t l , t 2 ) ) 

Description n 

Retrievess the execution state 
off  the current process. 
Retrievee the current point 
off  execution. 
Retrievess the value of a 
variable. . 
Retrievee the last message sent 
orr received. 
Retrievee the current depth 
off  the stack. 
Retrievee the depth of the stack 
att the time the last resume 
functionn was executed. 
Alwayss returns t r ue 
Alwayss returns f a l se 
Returnss t r ue when tl and 
t2t2 are equal, f a l se otherwise. 
Returnss t r ue when tl 
iss a number that is higher or 
equall  than t2. 

Debugg functionality that 
dependss on this function 
(seee Section 4.5) 

Processs status viewing 

Highlightingg cpe 
inn the source code 
Conditionall  breakpoints 
andd variable viewing 
Communicationn viewing 

step-over r 

step-over r 

Basicc support 
Basicc support 
Basicc support 

Basicc support 

Tablee 4.2: Functions for use in event conditions and event actions 

functionss is predefined, the result of e v al is left to the debug adapter. For instance, if it can 
determinee that the result is of type i n t e g e r, an integer is returned. It can always return 
aa string representing the result when there is no other sensible TOOLBUS term equivalent. 
Fortunately,, most TOOLBUS adapters already provide a generic way to translate internal data 
objectss into TOOLBUS terms. 

AA number of other functions can be used in expressions, including functions to retrieve 
thee current state of execution of the process being debugged or to retrieve the value of a 
variable.. Mathematical and logical operators are also included to perform simple calculations 
andd comparisons. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 give an overview of the functions that are required to 
implementt all the debug functionality discussed in this chapter. This is not a closed set of 
functions,, but it will expand as more and more functionality is added to an implementation. 
Nott all debug-adapters have to support all of these functions. Some features are just not 
availablee when the responsible debug adapter does not support the correct functions. 

Thee event port and event condition can be used by the debug adapter to configure the un-
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Function n 

b r e ak k 

resume e 

Description n 

Stopp the execution of the 
currentt process. 
Resumee execution of the 
currentt process. 

Debugg functionality that 
dependss on this function 
(seee Section 4.5) 

Explicitt execution 
control,, breakpoints 
Explicitt execution 
control l 

Tablee 4.3: Functions for use only in event actions 

derlyingg native debugger. In this way, events can be filtered in an early stage, using hardware 
orr operating system support when possible. A typical example of this kind of optimization is 
thee use of low level conditional breakpoints to avoid activation of rules when the condition 
wouldd fail anyway. 

4.3.44 Event Actions 

Whenn an event rule is triggered, its event actions are evaluated. When the evaluation results 
inn a value other than t r u e, a generic debugging event is generated that can be processed by 
thee debugging bus. 

Thee evaluation of an event action can also cause a change in the (execution) state of the 
processs that triggered the event rule. It can for instance halt the execution. In this case, the 
eventt rule that triggered the action is functionally equivalent to a breakpoint in traditional 
debuggingg terminology. 

Alll  expressions described in Section 4.3.3 can also be used in event actions. In event 
actionss some special actions can also be used that change the (execution) state of a process, 
ass shown in Table 4.3. 

4.44 Example Event Rules 

Inn this section, we will show how some well known debugger features can be implemented 
usingg event rules. Our debugger implementation (Section 4.5) implements these features 
usingg the event rules described in this section. 

4.4.11 Single Stepping Execution 

Onee of the most important features of any debugger is the ability to single step through the 
executionn of a segment of code. 

Ensuringg execution stops after executing a single step is done using the event rule: 
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Port:Port: step 
Condition:Condition: t r ue 
Action:Action: b r e ak 

Afterr each step, the current location of the program counter is usually visualized by printing 
orr highlighting the appropriate piece of source code. Which event rules are used to perform 
thiss highlighting is shown in Section 4.4.3. 

4.4.22 Stepping over Function Calls 

AA variation of the step command discussed above, is the step over command. When the user 
issuess this command, a single instruction is executed, just as with the step command. If this 
instructionn happens to be a function call, the entire call is executed before control is returned 
too the user. 

Too implement this, we use the same event rule as with the step command, but instead of 
leavingg out a condition, we introduce a condition that uses the depth of the stack to determine 
whetherr to halt execution or not: 

Port:Port: step 
Condition:Condition: higher-equal (start-depth, stack-depth) 
Action:Action: b r e ak 

Thee built-in function s t a r t - d e p th returns the depth of the stack when execution was 
lastt started, i.e., at the time the last resume action was executed. The function s t a c k-
d e p thh returns the current depth of the stack. Whenever the current depth of the stack equals 
orr exceeds the depth at which execution was started, we know that we are no longer executing 
aa function call and so we can halt execution. 

Notee that some debug-adapters optimize this event rule by translating it into an explicit 
'stepp over' call in the native debugger. The native debugger in turn kan implement this by 
placingg a breakpoint on the next line in the current function. This way native breakpoint 
supportt can be used to execute called functions at full speed instead of activating the event 
rulee after every instruction of that function. 

4.4.33 Instruction Highlighting 

Mostt debuggers can visualize the execution of a program by highlighting instructions as they 
aree executed. This instruction highlighting can be found in two flavors: 

 Highlight on halt. 

 Execution animation. 
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Bothh flavors can be implemented using event rules that utilize the function cpe that returns 
thee current point of execution of a process using coordinates related to the original source 
code. . 

Too highlight the current instruction whenever the execution is halted, we use the event rule: 

Port:Port: s t o p p ed 
Condition:Condition: t r ue 
Action:Action: cpe 

Byy changing the port from s topped to s t e p, the event rule is triggered with the execu-

tionn of every instruction. This enables the debugger to animate the execution of the process: 

Port:Port: step 
Condition:Condition: t r ue 
Action:Action: cpe 

4.4.44 Watching Variables 

Too watch the current value of a set of variables whenever the execution of a process stops, we 
usee the function v ar (name) that retrieves the current value of a variable. By creating this 
eventt rule: 

Port:Port: s t o p p ed 
Condition:Condition: t r ue 
Action:Action: v ar (variable-name) 

Thee value of the variable is sent to the debugging bus so it can be displayed whenever execu-
tionn stops. 

Wee could also change the port from s topped to v a r - c h a n ge to animate the value of 
thee variable during program execution: 

Port:Port: v a r - c h a n ge ( variable-name) 
Condition:Condition: t r ue 
Action:Action: v ar (variable-name) 

4.4.55 Breakpoints 

Almostt every debugger enables the user to set a breakpoint at a specific location in the source 
code.. When the execution of the program reaches this location, the execution is halted. In 
ourr framework, this kind of breakpoint is called 'simple breakpoint'. A simple breakpoint is 
implementedd by creating the event rule: 
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Port:Port: location (loc) 
Condition:Condition: t r ue 
Action:Action: b r e ak 

Wheree loc is the desired breakpoint location in the source code given in source coordinates 
(fil ee name and line number). By simply adding conditions to the event rule, we can implement 
conditionall  breakpoints as well. 

4.55 Implementation 

Soo far, we introduced a framework for language independent distributed debugging. In this 
section,, we will present an actual debugger we have implemented based on this framework. 
Thiss implementation shows how the framework can be used as a basis for a generic debugging 
systemm that can support a variety of languages and debugging tools. We will give an overview 
off  the features present in this implementation, and give an impression of the user interface of 
thee various debugging tools. 

Wee have named our debugger TIDE: the Toolbus Integrated Debugging Environment. It 
offerss impressive advantages over 'standard' debugging environments: 

 TIDE can debug distributed systems based on the TOOLBUS. 

 TIDE operates in any operating environment that is supported by the TOOLBUS. This 
includess most modern unix operating systems. 

 When the distributed system to be debugged is based on the TOOLBUS, TIDE can 
displayy a graphical representation of the processes and communication in the system. 

 Even in non-ToOLBus based distributed systems or with stand-alone programs, TIDE 
cann trace sequential components at the source level, as long as the component is imple-
mentedd using one of the language environments supported by TIDE. 

 Support for a new source language only requires a new debug adapter to interface with 
thee TIDE system. Because these adapters are built on top of the native debugging 
interfacee of the language implementation in question, it is typically very small (300-
10000 lines of source code). We have implemented debugging adapters for the following 
languages: : 

-- C 

-- Java 

-- TclATk 

-- ASF+SDF2 

2Inn Chapter 8 we present TIDE debugging support for ASF+SDF. 
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-- TOOLBUS scripts 

 Because of the loose coupling between the debug adapters and the debugging tools, it 
iss also relatively easy to add new debugging tools. 

Thee debugger TOOLBUS is the center of the TIDE system. Connected to it are two kinds 
off  tools: debugging adapters and debugging tools. The adapters generate debugging events 
relatedd to the execution of the program being debugged. The debugging tools control the 
configurationn of the debugging adapters, and visualize the debugging events. 

4.5.11 User interface 

£]all l 
99 [~jj debug -adapters) 

Q u i < 1 ) ) 

QCALC(2 ) ) 

99 [ 3 debug-adapter(5) 

[~̂ ^ ui-cak:.tc! 

Vii w1 QQ Process Viewer: debug-adst^^;-*!*! I p jsource Viewer: Ul(1) 

i cc {coiczas.no. 

e c u t e l u i,, T i d ?) . 
r e c - e v e ntt i T i d , N?, | N = l | o n 

ss rid- e v al ( T i d , g e t - e x p r - di 
( c a l c )| | 
a l o g)) . 

ii  : T I e l ) ) 

r e c - v a l uee ( T i d , e x pr <E?) ) 
ss n d - m sg (corcgpute, E) 
r ec - i naa g ( c o n p u t s, E, V?) 
BB rid- d o ( T a d, dji a p i ay - v al L 
.. s n d - a c k - e v e nt ( T i d , N) 

tt ok (1) 0 
s ett o k ( 2) 0 

s ett a ck (1) 0 
s ett a c k ( 2)

p r acc d i s a bl e { g r o up } [ 
g l o b all  g r o u ps ok a ck 
f o r e a chh w ^ g r o u ps ( S g r o u p) ( 

$ww c o n f i g u re - s t a te d i E a t o l ed 
> > 
s ett ok ( S g r o u p) 0 
s ett a ck ( $ g r o u pi 0 

n a b lee I g r o up } i 

Figuree 4.6: Debugging a distributed system using TIDE 

Figuree 4.6 shows a screenshot of a debugging session. The system being debugged is the 
calculatorcalculator example presented in Section 2.5. On the left side a list is shown of all debug 
adapterss that are connected to the TIDE system. For each debug adapter, a tree of processes 
managedd by the adapter is shown. Most debug adapters manage only a single process. Excep-
tionss are debug adapters for multithreaded or parallel languages like Java and the TOOLBUS 

itself.. In these cases, each thread or process is handled separately. 
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Nextt to this list of debug adapters, the process viewer is visible. This debug tool shows 
ann overview of the TOOLBUS system being debugged, complete with processes, tools, and 
communicationn between them using arrows. 

Beloww the process viewer, an instance of the source viewer shows the source code of one of 
thee tools being debugged, in this case a tool written in Tcl/Tk. The current point of execution 
inn this tool is highlighted. 

Too the right of the process viewer, another instance of the source viewer is used to display 
thee source code of one of the TOOLBUS processes. Again the current point of execution is 
highlighted.. In this window, the value of the variable N is displayed by right-clicking on 
it.. When right-clicking on a variable, the source viewer retrieves the current value of that 
variablee from the debug adapter, and displays it using a small popup window. This approach 
hass the advantage that the user of the debugger does not have to make a mental 'context 
switch'' to another window to view the value of a variable: the information is readily available 
att the location where it is needed. 

ii  m 

T o o l ss P r e f e r e n c es 

133 all 
ff C3debug-adapter(4) 

Qstress-gcc-8718 8 

Rulee Viewer: st ress-gcc-8718 : 

Rote:: 5-
Type:: source-viewer(break) 
Pfert:: location(pos("7home/olivierp/Research/aterm/aterm/aterm_c",126,9)) 
Cond:true e 
Acts: : 

break k 

11 Source Viewer: s in 
. T i n i tt ( i n t a x g c, c h ar * a r g v [ ] , ATerm * b a t t o m O f S t a c kl 

i n tt l e v ; 
s t a t i cc ATbool i n i t i a l i z e d = A T f a l 

«SEb-ooii  h e lp - A T f a l e e ; 

i ff  ( i n i t i a l i z e d) 
r e t u r n; ; 

i ff  l a t r e q ( a r g v [ l c v] , SILENT_FLAGJ > I 
s i l e ntt = A T t r 

}}  e l se i f ( a t r e q ( a r g v [ i c v] , VERBOSE_FLAG) , { 
s i l e ntt = A T f a l a p; 

/home/olivterp/Researeh/ater.. . 

Figuree 4.7: Debugging a stand-alone C program 

Figuree 4.7 shows the TIDE user interface when debugging a stand-alone program. In this 
casee the program is written in C. A source viewer window shows the source code of the 
programm being debugged. The current point of execution is again highlighted, together with 
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aa breakpoint that has been set3. Breakpoints are set by double-clicking on the target source 
line. . 

Too offer the user of TIDE maximum flexibility , we have made it possible to directly edit 
thee event rules present in the debug adapter. In order to do this, the rule editor is used, 
whichh is shown above the source viewer window in Figure 4.7. In this case the rule that 
correspondss to the breakpoint highlighted in the source viewer is selected. This direct control 
overr the content of a rule can, for instance, be used to turn an unconditional breakpoint into a 
conditionall  one. 

4.66 Related work 

Reusabilityy of debugger implementations has (at least) two dimensions: portability across 
multiplee platforms and support for multiple languages. Most work on portable debuggers 
focussedd on one of these two dimensions. 

Workk along the other dimension, achieving some degree of machine independence, mostly 
aimss at supporting only one implementation language across multiple platforms. Probably the 
bestt example of this is the work done on ldb [RH92] and more recently cdb [HR96, Han99b], 
twoo largely machine independent debuggers for lcc [FH95] a retargetable C compiler. 

Cdbb indeed nearly achieves complete independence from architectures and operating sys-
tems,, by loading a small amount of code with the target C program, and by having the com-
pilerr emit a machine-independent symbol table. 

Inn some sense, TIDE and cdb could complement each others strengths, as TIDE relies 
heavilyy on 'foreign' low level debug implementations. These implementations are often 
completelyy machine dependent. Writing a debug adapter based on cdb would provide in-
stantt TIDE support across all platforms that cdb runs on. 

Thee extensible graphical debugger Deet [HK97], which is based on cdb, is very closely 
relatedd to our work. Although it can only be used to debug C programs, it does show how to 
usee gdb as a vehicle to gather low level debugging events. The use of debugging 'nubs' by 
bothh cdb and Deet closely resembles the role of debug adapters in our work. 

Anotherr example of a related approach is described in [Sos95], where the Dynascope pro-
gramm directing tool is described. Dynascope is language independent because it offers a 
procedurall  interface for debuggers at an abstraction level below that of high-level languages. 
Debuggerss that want to make use of this interface and want to offer high-level language 
supportt are forced to implement the mapping between the low abstraction level offered by 
Dynascope,, and the high-level language. 

Mainstreamm debugging technology either totally ignores the issue of reusability (for in-
stancee the Microsoft Visual C++ debugger), or supports a small set of different languages on 
aa specific platform (SUN's dbx is a good example). 

3Normally,, a breakpoint would be displayed in red, and the current point of execution would be blue. Unfortu-
nately,, this thesis is printed using only black ink. 
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Thee only mainstream debugger we know of that supports multiple languages on multiple 
platformss is the GNU debugger gdb [SPSSOO]. The implementation of gdb is also quite 
monolithic,, making the addition of new features very difficult. As a result, the basic set of 
featuress offered by gdb has not changed much over the last couple of years. 

Thee effort invested in gdb over the years to get it running on a large number of unix plat-
formss did prompt us to build a debug-adapter on top of it. This debug-adapter yields TIDE 
supportt for all the platforms that gdb runs on. 

4.77 Conclusions 

Wee have introduced a framework for distributed debugging, by systematically building on 
welll  known sequential debugging techniques and implementations. The resulting distributed 
debuggerr prototype is unique, both in its simple design and in its flexibilit y towards the 
supportt of new source languages. 

Onee of the strengths of the TIDE approach is that it introduces an extremely clear separa-
tionn between the platform dependent pieces (debug-adapters) and the platform independent 
parts.. In Table 4.4 the size of the different components of TIDE are shown. The small size 
off  the debug-adapters compared to the platform independent parts is a clear indication of the 
amountt of reuse that can be obtained with the TIDE approach. 

Thee performance of TIDE is comparable to that of traditional sequential debuggers, be-
causee primitive events are filtered locally when there is no need for them. Only interesting 
eventss are processed in a distributed fashion. 

Becausee of the modularity and simplicity of our framework, we believe it to be a solid base 
forr future experiments. Before starting any new experiments however, we need to add sup-
portt for more source languages, especially for languages based on paradigms other than the 
imperativee or functional paradigm, for instance logical languages. Our work on debugging 
off  ASF+SDF specifications (see Chapter 8) shows that support for backtracking is straight-
forward.. Extensions in the other direction, more debugging functionality, are also needed. 
Itt will be interesting to find out which existing debugging features can be implemented in a 
genericc setting as presented in this chapter. 

Wee also would like to extend the framework to allow event abstraction by grouping basic 
eventss into combined "abstract events". By visualizing these abstract events [Kun95], we 
couldd offer more help in understanding the distributed system being debugged at the applica-
tionn level rather than at the implementation level. 
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Component t 
Controll  center 
Javaa adapter library 
CC adapter library 
Debugg tool library 

Language e 
Java a 
Java a 

C C 
Java a 

Totall  basic TIDE infrastructure 
Process-listt tool 
Sourcee viewer 
Processs viewer 
Rulee tracer 
Rulee viewer 
Animationn viewerf 

Java a 
Java a 
Java a 
Java a 
Java a 
Java a 

Totall  debug tools 
GDBB debug adapter 
Javaa debug adapter 
ToolBuss debug adapter 
Tcl/Tkk debug adapter 
A S F + S DFF debug adapter 

Java a 
Java a 
Java a 

C C 
C C 

Totall  debug adapters 

Totall  code size of TIDE 

Liness of code 
1643 3 
1274 4 
913 3 
1704 4 
4534 4 
415 5 
920 0 
894 4 
677 7 
472 472 
3457 7 
6844 4 
940 0 
1363 3 
906 6 
599 9 
185 5 

4448 8 
15817 7 

flmplementedd by H.A. de Jong in the context of his masters thesis [dJ99]. 

Tablee 4.4: Size of TIDE components 
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